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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is adapted from the one shown here that was given at the Lowitja institute late last year.On Track Watch is a type of Action research that emerged as a result of my PhD field work.This afternoon, I will provide brief PhD results and talk about the action research, On Track Watch.Then I will discuss how these fit into a bigger narrative about knowledge translation of research findings in the NT Aboriginal setting.



“That Heart Sickness”:  Exploring Aboriginal Young Peoples’ 
Experiences of Rheumatic Fever Care from Childhood to Adulthood

PhD Study-Alice Mitchell
Supervisors: Dr Suzanne Belton, Dr Vanessa Johnston & Associate Prof Anna Ralph

• 35 Aboriginal young people with ARF or RHD
• 37 others
• 156 days in 4 sites

The PhD study was embedded in The Trial: 
Improving delivery of secondary prophylaxis for rheumatic heart disease in remote Indigenous 

communities (the RHDSP trial): outcome of a stepped-wedge, community randomised trial

Ralph AP, de Dassel JL, Kirby A, Read C, Mitchell AG, Maguire GP, Edwards K, Currie BJ, Bailie RS, 
Johnston V, Carapetis JR. 
Improving delivery of secondary prophylaxis for rheumatic heart disease in remote Indigenous
communities (the RHDSP trial): outcome of a stepped-wedge, community-randomised trial. 
PLOS Medicine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the title of my study which was submitted for examination in November last year.It was an ethnography nested in a community-randomised trial. The phrase “That heart sickness” is what my participants called their condition which was a melding of the two conditions ARF and RHD into one term.An important part of my results that I will refer to in this presentation, are that key information about causes of diseases, and how to manage them, are not transferring to the populations that have them.It is critical to determine the characteristics of the population we are aiming our research or health interventions at.The trial was a mixed methods study carried out in ten health services in the NT with the aim to increase the number of injections of penicillin given at each service.You can read the results in the article listed here.



Yilpara was established in 1974.  It is 
one of 30 linked communities in the 
Laynhapuy Homelands region 

“If I don’t do something,
there will be no-one here
to look after our land”
-Djambawa Marawili, 
2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yilpara is a small community in remote North East Arnhem Land. It was one of my field sites.The people living there still have a strong traditional culture.They also have a strong leader, a man named Djambawa Marawili- some of you may recall the sea rights court case which was based in this location.After some 18 months of my visiting this location, in one of our conversations, Djambawa suddenly grasped that his people were in trouble.In a community of around 100 residents, all related to Djambawa, there were 15 that had either had ARF or RHD, including 6 adolescent males now on the penicillin injections.Djambawa stated to me, talking about himself,  “If I don’t do something there will be no-one here to look after our land in the future”From this realisation, we began to work together with Menzies to design a research project that one of the Yilpara leaders named “On Track watch”.This reflected their desire to keep the 6 adolescent boys on track with their monthly penicillin needles and to watch the remaining children to prevent rheumatic fever occurring.



Certificate II in Community Health Research
CDU-Menzies School of Health Research

15 trainees are in the first research group based in the Laynhapuy Homelands working on a community 
action research project 

Training started in March 2017 First meeting in November 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What eventuated was financial support to train four Yilpara residents in a Cert 2 in community health research and a PhD student, Emma Haynes, to live at Yilpara for one year to facilitate On Track Watch. Emma was concurrently researching the “lived experience” of RHD.As part of Cert 2, trainers came out from CDU  every few months.However, there were 15 people who were keen to do the training. Considering it unethical for us to cut people out, we decided that we would train the 15 people. Some of the 15 had other jobs such as Rangers but fitted the training into their work.It is important to note that, none of the participants, who are all adults, speak English at home. They are all multilingual in other Aboriginal languages, but English is a second language for them all.The other important thing is that they all have a strong appetite to learn how the dominant society works, and the mysteries therein, such as what this condition called rheumatic fever is, while concurrently having a deep identities as Aboriginal people, which are unalterably sedimented with specific geographical locations, in this case, with Yilpara. 



In this site,
there had been
little prior exposure to research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This site has had little exposure to outside researchers- one couple who are an anthropologist and a sociolinguist/anthropologist and one ecologist, whose research was able to be used as evidence in the Blue Mud Bay court case.As far as I am aware, I was the third researcher to gain permission to carry out research in Yilpara and Emma is the fourth.Needless to say, before we commenced training Aboriginal researchers, the residents of Yilpara had little understanding of what research is.



Rheumatic heart disease the Northern Territory 

• Aboriginal people are 55 times more likely than non-Aboriginal to die 
from ARF/RHD

• Is the greatest cause of health inequity between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous Australians, ahead of renal disease, diabetes and ischaemic 
heart disease

• These high rates are important contributors to the gap in life expectancy 
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RHD is now only an Aboriginal disease.However, while these statistics are useful, there is no competition to see which conditions have the worst numbers.Last week I was working with a language team at Maningrida. There are 140 young people on the penicillin needles there.We are at crisis point, as we are in other conditions such as the emergence of type 2 diabetes among Aboriginal youth.Is there a triple zero number to call? We have tried bringing in the army in the NT Emergency response, the ‘intervention’ and this has not worked.Today I hope I can inspire you, that there is another triple zero response, and that is to work with the people who have the conditions represented in the statistics here.To do this, we need to draw on other disciplines- such as that of applied linguistics, community development principles, and to prioritize mixed methods research.



Large number of people with ARF / RHD in Yilpara
in a population of 100 people,

• There are 6 children who have had 
ARF and have monthly injections

• There are 6 adults who have RHD 

• There are 3 adults who had ARF 
and have finished 10 years 
of injections

• Different ways of presenting data

On Track Watch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As trainee researchers, the group learned about different methods that researchers can use. One was quantitative; using numbers depict a situation.Here, they used stones to count and visually depict the rate of ARF/RHD in Yilpara.This kind of data can easily be represented on a bar graph.“Good example” It is common to use the term ‘ambassador’ in public health, a person with a condition who uses their experiences to motivate others.The trainee researchers teased out the meaning of this English term and decided to use the phrase “good example”



Rheumatic heart disease (RHD)
• Rheumatic fever starts with sore throats and skin sores. 
Bukuwarkthundja ŋayi ŋuli rerriya rumbal ŋuli dhulkumiyii wo gurak ŋuli bulyun  bala rumbal nhä ŋuli 
gorrmuryi.

• A germ called ‘strep’ causes these sore throats and skin sores.  
Mewirri yäku ‘strep’ balanya nhakun djetjimiyi gurak wo rumbal.

• If someone gets rheumatic fever they will need to go to hospital. They need to have a 
penicillin injection every 4 weeks for about 10 years. If they don’t have the injection they 
might get Rheumatic heart disease.  

ŋunhi  yolŋu dhu märram rerri gorrmurinyawuy, marrtjin boṉḏin  bala  watjpilil. Bala nhenydhu märraman 
mirritjin yäku penicillin injection bala nheny dhu manymaknha nhe dhu ga nhina . 

• Rheumatic heart disease makes our heart sick (valve damage) and after a while our 
heart may not work properly (heart failure) and we may need an operation. 

ḏoṯurrk’tja rerri ŋayi’thu buyngun manymakgum djäma rumbalŋur.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working in the language that the trainees think in was a critical part of the training.The researchers stated, “It is a very complicated disease to understand – it starts with a germ and can end up with heart surgeryWe needed lots of talking, learning, and understanding of English words to do the translations. This translating took lots of time” 



Why is the community doing this research?

• We don’t want our kids to have heart surgery
• To keep the kids healthy, community healthy, look after our land

• All of the On Track Watch group have been through having the injections or 
have children who are on the injection or already had the operation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team had a clear sense of the purpose of the research training.



1. Metaphors for knowledge – both way learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used both way learning in the training in recognition that the group of people have deep knowledge in their own world view. They have a strong desire to learn about western knowledge as well as a strong desire for westerners to recognise their knowledge systems.The main point here is that this is a workable approach, but is not translatable to other settings.The process is what is key.



Bäru – crocodile 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One metaphor the researchers used is  the baru



Bäru – a Yolngu knowledge system

Mundimi

Likan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is lots of knowledge inside this image- it is a knowledge systemFor example…Gurtha (the eye) is the same word as fire – the baru’s sharp eyesight is about thinking critically. Also making a fire is like a sharp tongue to use in research, a spark from the fire can fly to another community to light a fire there, then they have to start their own work  ANDBulabula – (the head) – talks about how using the knowledge of the baru can make a person speak positive things, solve problems, be good at communicating and planning  



Bäru – a Yolngu knowledge system
CBPAR - a Balanda knowledge system 

Mundimi

Likan

Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through these knowledge systems large amounts of information are folded up into seemingly small words. The Baru knowledge is translated into paintings, dance, and song. Using the baru as a metaphor outside information can be understood in the context of traditional knowledge.Extending the metaphor:Different clans describe the baru and it’s features and stories differently, consequently they dance and draw the baru differently This is equivalent to the different approaches to action research – PAR, CBPAR, etc from different academic ‘clans’Also different people have different amounts of knowledge, some just know the names, some know deeper meanings (knowledge holder).  The knowledge owner gives permission to the knowledge holder to talk about the deeper knowledge.



Lipalipa (canoe) – a metaphor for action research 
Looking deeply to decide which way to go

Above the surface

Winds
Clouds

LOOKING AT THE SURFACE OF 
THE WATER IS NOT ENOUGH

Below the surface

Currents
Rocks
Shallow water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another metaphor we used is the lipalipaThe paddlers  put into action the directions of the leader after they have analysed the research dataThe directions are reviewed often, people ask did we get where we hoped, did we catch fish?Everyone shares the fish, and the knowledge about where to catch the fish and how to get there



http://www.smh.com.au/environment/talking-is-not-enough-indigenous-exhibition-reveals-the-legal-power-of-art-20171107-gzgx1s.html

For Indigenous 
painter and clan 
leader Djambawa 
Marawili, art carries 
a lot more meaning 
than aesthetics 
alone.
"I don't say this is 
my art," Mr 
Marawili says. "I 
always say, this is 
my document."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Djambawa is a celebrated artist and  has endeavoured to explain the depth of his art as a knowledge system.He has used the term ‘document’ as he knows that we value and express knowledge in  ‘documents’



Other metaphors we used- (these are not transferable to other settings)

* Permission to share cultural knowledge has been given by senior community leaders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding comes from the process of working these out – you can’t transfer these to other locations, you need to go through the process



We used both way learning to talk about:

Rheumatic heart disease
• Strep A Infection
• Immune system
• Rheumatic fever
• Heart disease
• Prevention 

Research
• Problem-Plan-Act-Review 

research cycle
• Research tools

- focus groups
- Interviews
- Swabbing
- surveys

• Consent 
• Ethics



Action research cycle

Identify the

Problem

Develop a

Plan

Act
On the plan

Review
Observe and reflect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used a variation of the conventional PAR cycle in order to put community discussion of the problems to address first.This is often left out, particularly when external researchers come in with the problem already determined. Hence, as you will see in the next slide, the community plans have a more prevention orientated focus than originally anticipated by the outside researchers with a biomedical lens.



The community decided on 
three research areas

Teenagers’ Wellbeing

-How do we 
understand them 
- How do we help 
them?

Watch out  for Strep

-How much strep? 
-How do we help to stop it?
-How do we stop germs? 
-Swabbing project

How can we improve 
the food in Yilpara to 
make the community 
healthy and strong?

ŋatha - Food

Identify the
Problem

Develop a
Plan

Act
On the plan

Review
Observe and reflect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the three areas that the group identified as “problems”



And developed 
three action plans

Teenagers Wellbeing
Movie night
Activities – sport, camping, 
culture, music
Working in partnership with 
CSP (youth program)
Expert in  understanding 
Teenager; drugs and alcohol

Watch for Strep 
Infection

Awareness raising
Learning to identify sores 
and sore throats 
Learning about germs
Swabbing for Step A

Lunches for school kids and 
others
Learning about getting 
money for food for lunches
Understanding what food is 
in the shop

ŋatha - Food

Identify the
Problem

Develop a
Plan

Act
On the plan

Review
Observe and reflect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The group split themselves into three groups and each worked on an action plan for the three research problems/questions.For the three action areas, we endeavoured to complete the whole Action research cycle



Trainees at 
work on the 
three 
projects

Identify the
Problem

Develop 
Plan

Act
On the plan

Review
Observe and reflect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many actions were completed



ii) Trainee developed tool - Most important learnings 
matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An evaluation research tools were created by the trainee group about On Track Watch.The group placed their ‘votes’ as each participant talked what they had found the most important learning for themselves.



Most important learnings matrix - analysis of 
quantitative data

* 10 participants – 6 votes each

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The matrix was used to give us quantitative data



outcomes



Outcomes – 1. Understanding RHD 
• “It is a new thing that Yolngu are learning to know about germs”,  “about Strep 

A and the disease it causes”
• At the school we talked to the whole group of parents and children and they felt 

comfortable and interested when they heard the story
• We told them about the numbers of people with RF and RHD in the community; 

we explained about the Strep germ
• People were very interested, they listened quietly and asked lots of questions 

about where Strep came from, where did the disease come from and how do we 
stop it, how the germs got in the body (we told them about being clean, hygiene, 
awareness of germs)

• We learnt that people didn’t realise the germs are just there, they thought they 
came from a long way, but they are living here

• I feel very strong now about taking care of djamarkuli



Outcomes – 2. RHD Knowledge sharing
Sharing new knowledge with others
• “Start from our community and work our way outside to help other Homeland 

communities” because RHD is new for us (all) we have to understand how to stop it.
• Strep A – it is everywhere (germs, hygiene); understanding gives a picture for the 

community about looking after children
• Opportunities for trainees have included addressing a national RHD workshop, 

connecting to other Yolngu researchers, developing their own resources and taking 
OTW to nearby communities. 

Asking for more knowledge
• “we would like scientists to come and tell us about the different types of germs –

the names of different germs”
• People would like to know what effect germs have in people’s bodies -this is like 

knowing that different bait live in different places and catch different fish eg small 
bait at Dhuruputjpi catches cat fish

• It will give Yolngu knowledge to see and understand how the germs live in peoples’ 
bodies



Outcomes – 3. Research understanding
• “Looking through our own thoughts about how to run the project gives us 

more understanding about how to run projects in the future” 
• Doing this project made me feel good, it is very clear about research 
• “It changed my life, on that day I was amazed, I felt really happy” (Wesley, 

Aboriginal Health worker)
• “What I got out of it personally was learning about the Problem-Plan-Do-

Review cycle and using it in other areas of my life” (Makungun Marika) 
Ethics
• People felt good about signing the consent form (after being given good 

information about Strep)
• The swabbing was done in a good way – in a quiet room
• Good sharing our own knowledge, skills and feelings about ethics and putting 

Yolngu (gurrutu) and balanda Rom (law) together 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sorry, we are going to have to skip through these



Outcomes – 4. Sharing the research understanding

As a result of learning about research the trainees would like to:
• Do any other research in the community (not just health)
• Have more training 
• Meeting other Yolngu researchers 
• One day working for CDU
• Teach young ones to do the training with CDU, or do some research
• Have Yolngu from other Homelands to join us, and to start their own 

projects



Outcome – 5. practical skills

• Overall participants most valued OTW for the practical skills - literacy 
and using computers

• Literacy – learning big, complex and scientific words
• Wellbeing– a new idea, the things we did changed feelings, learnt 

how to look after each other, bringing everyone together (eg 
community BBQ) is good for young people, we have more purpose life

• Cooking program – similar 



Outcome - 6. Process learnings
Enablers  
• Both ways learning - Yolngu and Balanda combine, sharing knowledge 

together, talking together, sharing ideas; learning about Balanda law, culture, 
modern world

• Showing respect, working together “the right way” – talking, listening, 
learning, sharing, making time to come to class, showing interest

• Working in a group – helping, encouraging each other, “gave me 
understanding about how to work in a group”. 

• interesting work, good training 
• Partnerships– people feel more comfortable working together, working in a 

group can build up partnerships, also it is good to get extra help from outside 
people. A good example was the cooking program was valued highly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I hope you have picked up here is that by working together, using reciprocity and respect, and using particular processes, knowledge translation can go to a deep level.



Conclusions 
There are important connections between:

1. Both-way learning and wellbeing
Not understanding the mainstream world is stressful

2. Action research and community development
Increased knowledge  capacity building  community building 

3. Research skills and critical thinking
Valued by community leaders making decisions about a new Corporation 
(unfamiliar mainstream governance rules etc)

4. Understanding and knowledge sharing (translation)
Understanding empowers community to take action to share knowledge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanting to share a new learning is a good indicator for measuring the effectiveness of knowledge translation, that is if new knowledge is understood and valued it is a resource to share



• What we are doing is showing young ones, showing others, they are 
watching us to understand the ways of doing research. Learning 
about deeper meanings and understanding

• Dhuwaya balanya mayali nhakun milkuma rom yuṯawu yolŋuwu 
marŋgithinyarawu ga nhäma ṉiṉ-thun ga maladjarr’yun nhä ŋayi 
dhukarr dhunupa ga mayali ŋali yurru malŋ’thun mama balakuwitjan 
djämagu research

“The project was a new experience for Yilpara, and we will go to other 
places and teach them, keep on going!” (Community researcher)



Thank you to:
• Local community leaders
• The other OTW trainees  
• Yilpara community for being part of the research
• Dr Anna Ralph, Alice Mitchell, Jeff Cook (co-authors)
• The Menzies trainers – Jodi Phillips, Clarissa Carter 
• Laynha Health, especially Yilpara clinic
• Baniyala (Yilpara)  School
• Miwatj Employment Participation
• Children in Schools Program (Laynha)
• Laynha Rangers
• Menzies School of Health Research; Charles Darwin University (CDU)
• FUNDERS: NHMRC END RHD CRE; Rowan Nicks Russel Drysdale Fellowship: 

University of Sydney; Royal Australasian College of Physicians: Bayer award
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